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Abstract. Heterogeneous stream formats, related contexts, vocabularies and
schema structures are key difficulties to facilitate sharing and extracting knowl-
edge from stream databases. To resolve these heterogeneities, the key challenge is
how to provide common semantic representation for context-dependent data
stream formats along with streaming databases. To address such issues, this paper
proposes an ontology driven formal semantics of context-dependent data streams
together with a universal conceptualization of streaming databases. The novelty
of this work is to handle heterogeneity, large volume and availability of streaming
data, such as web content, commercial broadcasting data etc. It also facilitates to
recognize evolving information from semantic representation of data streams at
conceptual modelling level. Besides, the proposed conceptual model is flexible to
represent finite partition of stream and thus help in data stream storing and further
querying. The conceptualization is implemented using an ontology editorial tool
Protégé for the initial validation of proposed set of formal semantics. Several
crucial properties of the proposed conceptualization are specified in order to
exhibit the benefits of the proposed work. The expressiveness of proposed model
is illustrated using a suitable case study.

Keywords: Data stream � Conceptual model � Context modelling � Streaming
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1 Introduction

In recent years, with the advancement of information and web technology, several
applications need to work with continuous data generating processes. Those data are
dynamic, time sensitive and continuous in nature. Data generated from Web-clicks,
network monitoring, commercial broadcasting, sensor nets and stock quotes are few
examples of such data [7]. These types of data are considered as a stream (data stream)
rather than static snapshots [6]. Distinct Data Stream Management Systems (DSMS) are
developed for processing and analysis of these data streams. Those DSMS are built due
to limitations of traditional data management systems towards managing distinct data
streams [2]. Hence, a well-organized model of data streams is the key requirement for
proficient management of those data streams by DSMS. However, data streams have
several exceptional characteristics, which make them difficult to model. Firstly, a data
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stream is usually defined as “an unbounded sequence of values continuously appended,
each of which carries a time stamp that typically indicates when it has been produced”
[6]. Secondly, in different applications these continuous data are represented in different
ways such as a discrete signal, an event log or a combination of trained series [15].
Thirdly, rapid changing of underlying contextual information of data streams generated
in diverse domains has serious consequences in deriving useful decisions from complex
real time applications [4]. Fourthly, distinct back-end databases ranging from strict
schema-based (for example Relational Databases) to flexible schema based (for
example NoSQL Databases) are used to store theses data streams in structured,
semi-structured or unstructured way. Finally, a fixed or flexible finite partition, called
window, are made from this continuous unbounded sequence while streams have to be
stored or retrieved from databases [11]. Hence, several challenges exists in efficient
modelling of data streams in order to facilitate sharing of information related to data
streams across different applications and DSMS. Starting with, how to represent
common description of heterogeneous data streams semantically and syntactically.
Secondly, how different surrounding contexts (contextual information) of data streams
are represented in a uniform way. Thirdly, how evolving contexts of data streams can
be recognized so that realization of dynamically added contextual information towards
data streams is achieved efficiently. To handle these issues, ontology will be beneficial.
The key reason for applying ontology is that it can establish consensus on unifying
conceptualization of heterogeneous data stream formats and related contexts. Ontology
is defined as a formal, explicit specification of shared conceptualization in terms of
concepts, relationships present between those concepts and related axioms [8].

Existing research works, primarily, focus on semantic representations of resources
and devices producing data streams. However, less attention is paid towards uniform
semantic representation of distinct context dependent data streams and further hetero-
geneous streaming databases. In [1, 3, 7, 15], authors have described abstract semantics
of streams. Authors in [7] have described an extensible framework that facilitates
experimenting with different algorithms related with data stream mining tasks. In [2, 11],
authors have described powerful operator algebra for data streams. Both of these
approaches have facilitated in supporting multiple query languages and data models.
Semantic Sensor Network (SSN) ontology [5] represents a high-level general schema of
sensor systems. IoT-A and IoT.est [12] provide architectural base for utilization and
representation of domain knowledge in sensor networks with some services and test
concepts. The Observation & Measurement (O&M) description of sensory Data are
described as a part of Sensor Web Enablement (SWE) standards from the Open
Geospatial Consortium (OGC) [9]. However, this description is based on XML
(Extensible Markup Language) which has weak semantic structure for expressing and
describing stream data ontology in more detail. Through approaches regarding Semantic
Sensor Web (SSW), context information such as time, space is added with sensors.
However, these approaches are mostly specific to certain domain and thus are not in
high-level abstraction [13]. Besides, none of these approaches has explored the repre-
sentation of contextual information related to data streams and streaming databases.

To address aforementioned challenges regarding modelling of data streams, an
effort has been made in this paper to provide precise semantics towards data streams,
related contexts and streaming databases. For this purpose, an ontology driven
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conceptualization of data streams along with its related context is devised. The nov-
elties of the proposed ontology driven conceptual model are many-folds. The proposed
conceptualization efficiently deals with generic semantics towards modelling of variety
of data streams, resources producing those data streams and streaming databases. It
further facilitates in sharing and preserving strong interoperability in heterogeneous
applications and DSMS. Next, the proposed conceptualization aids in recognizing static
and evolving contextual information related to data streams along with a set of distinct
relationships. This essence of context sensitivity approach helps in reducing search
spaces during the time of querying on data streams. Besides, the proposed conceptual
model may assist in future in the extraction of new knowledge from data streams since
it is ontology driven and hence based on Open World Assumption (OWA) [8].
Moreover, it has also provided discreetness in continuous streaming by representing
finite, indefinite, fixed and flexible partition of data streams.

2 Proposed Ontology Driven Conceptual Model
for Context-Dependent Data Streams

The proposed conceptual model formalizes a common set of constructs and
relation-ships for conceptualization of context-dependent data streams and streaming
databases. The proposed model comprises of three interrelated layers (Collection,
Family and Stream) and their identifiable construct types. Besides, the constructs are
related with each other using different relationships. The proposed model is specified
axiomatically using both first order and higher order logic to represent semantics of
data-stream constructs and their interrelationships. The key constructs and distinct
relationships of the proposed model are specified in Fig. 1. In this figure, Collection,
Family and Stream layers are represented using shapes of rectangle, rounded rectangle
and oval respectively. Details of the proposed model are specified in following
sections.

Fig. 1. Proposed conceptual model for data-streams
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2.1 Constructs in Proposed Conceptual Model

Proposed model consists of three main layers, namely, Collection, Family and Stream.
These three layers have their respective construct types Collection (Col), Family (FA)
and Stream_Context (Str). Formal axioms of these constructs are specified below and
different interrelationship among those constructs are described in Sect. 2.3.

(a) Collection Layer: It is the upper-most layer of the data model. Collections(Col)
are main identifiable constructs of this layer. Semantically related Families(FA) (Inter-
mediate layer of the proposed model) are grouped together to form a Collection(Col).

F1: 8x9l9c9vðColðxÞ $ ðHT cð Þ ^ FA lð Þ ^ Cntcol vð ÞÞ
Explanation: Here, HT is Has Time relationship and Cntcol is Containment rela-

tionship. F14 and F19 formalizes Containment and Has Time relationship. Further, x, l,
c, v are instances of Collections, Family, Has Time and Containment relationship.

(b) Family Layer: It is the intermediate layer of the conceptual model. Families are
main identifiable constructs of this layer. This layer may be composed of number of
levels to reflect the fact of continuous encapsulation of data. Further, the lowest level of
Family layer may be combined of semantically related data streams and its contexts.

F2:

8x9u9a9r9m9d9l9c9v9nðFAðxÞ $ ðFAllev uð Þ _ FAulev að Þ _ FAlevðrÞ
_ IcntFAðmÞ _ Col dð ÞÞ ^ HTðlÞ ^ CntFA cð Þ ^ primary context vð Þ
^ auxiliary contextðnÞÞÞ

Explanation: Here, FAllev, FAulev and FAlev are denoted as Families in the
bottom-most level, in the top-most level and in any level respectively. IcntFA is Inverse
Containmnet and CntFA is Containment relationship. Later, in Sect. 2.3 axiom F17
formalizes Inverse Containment relationship. Further, primary_context() and auxil-
iary_context() are predicates representing Primary Contexts and Auxiliary Contexts of
Stream. Related axioms are specified in axioms F3, F4, F5 and F6.

(c) Stream_Context Layer: This is the lower-most layer of the proposed conceptual
model. Data-Streams may be represented in this layer formally. Data stream is an
indefinite ordered sequence of data points, each of which carry a time stamp. These
data points can be ranged from structured to unstructured type. Besides this, these data
points may be related with precise contextual information that are useful to characterize
the features of streams which are necessary in order to interact between users and
applications. Detailed formalizations of Stream_Context are specified in Sect. 2.2.

2.2 Conceptualization of Stream Context

Stream Context is precise information useful to describe data stream, and its sur-
rounding concepts. Two types of contexts are used to represent data streams in
Stream_Context layer. One is Primary Context (PC) and another is Auxiliary Context
(AC) that may provide useful information towards Primary Contexts. Hence, a
data-stream may be defined as an ordered indefinite sequence of Primary Contexts and
its related Auxiliary Contexts. Related axiom is

F3:

8x9y9z9t19t2ðstreamðxÞ $ ððUnion of ððhPCðdata valueðyÞ
^ time stampðt1ÞÞ ^ ACðzÞÞ; ðhPCðdata valueðyÞ ^ time stampðt2ÞÞ
^ ACðzÞÞÞÞ ^ ðt1\t2Þ ^ ðnumber of data valueð1ÞÞÞÞ
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Explanation: Here, number_of_data_value() is a predicate implying that a
data-stream may be infinite; data_value() and time_stamp() are predicates implying
data values and their corresponding time stamps respectively; □ operator implies
mandatory participation of the argument and Union_of() is a predicate implying the
union of arguments. Axioms F4 and F6 formalize the Primary and Auxiliary Context
respectively.

(a) Primary Context: This represents basic information about data stream. Basic
information of data stream mandatorily includes the data value at a specific time. The
data value and its related specific time collectively can be called as a Frame.

F4:

8x9v9t19t29tðPC xð Þ $ ðhðdata valueðx; vÞ ^ starting timeðt1Þ
^ ending timeðt2Þ ^ ðexistence xð Þ $ ðt1 ^ t2 ^ duration t1; t2ð ÞÞÞ
^ ðð:existence xð Þ ^ time tð ÞÞ $ ðt ^ t\t1ð Þ ^ t[ t2ð ÞÞÞÞÞÞ

F5: 8x9v9tðFrameðxÞ $ ðhPCðdata valueðyÞ ^ time stampðt1ÞÞÞÞ
Explanation: Here, starting_time() and ending_time() are predicates implying start time
and end time of respective arguments. Further, predicate existence() implies the exis-
tence time duration of the argument.

(b) Auxiliary Context: This context provides additional information relevant for
Primary Context. For example, let assume humidity sensor generates data stream of
humidity values. Then location may be an auxiliary context related to the primary
context humidity. Auxiliary Context can be of several types as specified below.

F6:
8x9a19a29a3ððPCðxÞ ^ ACða1Þ ^ ACða2Þ ^ ACða3ÞÞ
$ ððpairða1; a2; a3ÞÞ ! xÞÞ

Explanation: Here, pair() is a predicate implying the pairing of the respective Auxiliary
Contexts.

(i) Segment Context: Segment represents a finite partition of the data-stream con-
taining ordered sequences of Primary Contexts when the stream is to be going to store
in a database. This size of partition may be fixed or flexible depending on the number
of instances of a Frame. Axiom F5 formally represent Frame. Axioms related to
Segment Context are specified below.

F7:

8x9y9z9mðSegmentðxÞ $ ðstream storeððUnion of ððhFrameðyÞ
^ Other ACðzÞÞ ^ ðhFrameðmÞ ^ Other ACðzÞÞÞÞ ^ ðt1\t2Þ
^ number of data valueðfiniteÞÞÞÞ

F8: 8xððsegment xð Þ ^ size xð ÞÞ $ ðnumber of instanceðFrameÞÞ
F9: 8x9y9lððPCðxÞ ^ segmentðyÞ ^ has auxiliary contextðlÞÞ $ lðx; yÞÞ
Explanation: Here, has_auxiliary_context() has created a relationship instance l that

has attached Primary Context with Auxiliary_Context. Details of this relationship are
stated in Sect. 2.3. Besides, size() is a predicate implying the length of the Segment.

(ii) Location Context: This represents the current location/resources those holding
the Primary Context with a specific time stamp. Assume, L is the set of locations.
Related axioms are specified below.

F10: 8lððl 2 LocationÞ $ QðL Locationð ÞÞÞ
Explanation: Here, Q is a predicate and L (Location) is a function returning

locations of a Primary Context.
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F11: 8x9y9tððPCðxÞ ^ locationðyÞ ^ has auxiliary contextðlÞÞ $ lðx; yÞÞ
(iii) Link Context: This represents how the Primary Contexts are communicated

over communication channel in terms of simplex, duplex etc. Besides, multiple seg-
ments of similar or multiple data streams may be available in communication channel
following some sequences. Hence, segment wise communications may be present
within both of single stream and multiple data streams.

F12:

8x9y9z9l9k9m9nððLink xð Þ ^ streamðlÞ ^ streamðkÞ
^ lðsegmentðPC yð Þ ^ PC zð ÞÞÞ ^ kðsegmentðPCðmÞ ^ PCðnÞÞÞÞ
$ ððCommunication type betweenðððPC yð Þ ^ PC zð ÞÞ _ ððPCðmÞ ^ PCðnÞÞÞÞ
_ ðcommunication type betweenððPCðyÞ _ PCðzÞÞ ^ ðPCðmÞ _ PCðnÞÞÞÞÞÞ

F13: 8x9yððPCðxÞ ^ LinkðyÞ ^ has auxiliary contextðlÞÞ $ lðx; yÞÞ
Explanation: Here, Communication_type_between() is a predicate implying the type of
communication between Segments of single or multiple Primary Contexts.

These proposed Auxiliary Contexts are of minimal set. More distinct Auxiliary
Contexts may be appended towards Primary Contexts based on design demand. Hence,
proposed conceptualization realizes both static and evolving contextual information.

(c) Finite Partition of Data Stream: Segment has represented the finite partition of
infinite data-streams for storing data-streams in database. Similarly, for the retrieval
purpose another finite partition of data-streams can be defined as aWindow. The size of
Window may be fixed or flexible depending on numbers of instances of time stamps.
Later, different data-stream query operators can be defined on this Window. The axiom
of Window is as follows.

F14:
8x9y9z9mðWindowðxÞ
$ ðstream retrieveððUnion of ððhFrameðyÞ ^ Other ACðzÞÞ ^ ðhFrameðmÞ
^ Other ACðzÞÞÞÞ ^ ðt1\t2Þ ^ number of data valueðfiniteÞÞÞÞ

F15: 8xððwindowðxÞ ^ sizeðxÞÞ $ ðnumber of instanceðFrameÞÞ

2.3 Relationships in Proposed Conceptual Model

Distinct constructs of proposed conceptual model are interrelated. These relationships
can be of two types – Inter layer and Intra layer [14]. Inter-layer relationships can be
between dissimilar construct types of three different layers. Intra-layer relationships can
be between similar construct types of identical layer. Different relationships may be
present within a data stream, data stream and its related contextual information, and in the
layer hierarchy of streaming databases. These relationships may beContainment, Inverse
Containment, Has_auxiliary_Context, Reverse_has_auxiliary_context, Sequence, and
HasTime. Former two are of Inter-layer and Intra-layer kind of relationship and the rest
all are of Intra-layer kind of relationship.

(a) Containment (Cnt): Containment relationships can be present between two
construct types when one encapsulates similar or different types of constructs.

F16:

8xðCntðxÞ $ 9y9nzðCmpðyÞ ^ CmpðzÞ ^ ððsl y; zð Þ ^ levðyÞ
^ levNextðzÞÞ _ ðdl y; zð Þ ^ layerðyÞ ^ layerNextðzÞÞÞ ^ xðy; zÞ ^ :ðy ¼ zÞ
^ ðkðrangeðxÞ ¼ zÞÞ ^ ðmðdomain xð Þ ¼ yÞÞ ^ ððp value kð Þ ¼ 1ð Þ
_ greaterthan value kð Þ; 1ð ÞÞÞÞÞ
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Explanation: Let, sl() is a predicate. Arguments of sl() are construct types (Cmp)
and express the fact that they are of similar type. In contrast, dl() is a predicate that
takes Cmp (construct types) as arguments and articulates that its arguments are in
different layers and are of dissimilar types. Besides, range() and domain() are functions
returning target and source domain of relationships respectively; k and m are predicates
specifying those functions; value() is a function returning number of instances
encapsulated; greaterthan() is a predicate implying whether the first argument is greater
than second argument; lev() and levNext() are predicates implying whether arguments of
these belongs to a level and its next lower level respectively; layer() and layerNext() are
predicates implying whether arguments of these belongs to a layer or its next lower
layer respectively; and p is a predicate.

(b) Inverse Containment (Icnt): This relationship enables one construct type to
de-encapsulate itself in order to encapsulate Families towards Collections dynamically.

F17:

8xðIcntðxÞ $ 9y9nzðCmpðyÞ ^ CmpðzÞ ^ ððFA y; zð Þ ^ levðyÞ
^ levNextðzÞÞ _ ðColðyÞ ^ FAðzÞ ^ layerðyÞ ^ layerNextðzÞÞÞ ^ xðz; yÞ ^ :ðy ¼ zÞ
^ ðkðrangeðxÞ ¼ yÞÞ ^ ðmðdomain xð Þ ¼ zÞÞ ^ ððp value kð Þ ¼ 1ð Þ
_ greaterthan value kð Þ; 1ð ÞÞÞÞÞ

(c) Has_auxiliary_Context (HAC): This relationship connects Primary Context
with Auxiliary Context.

F18: 8x9y9lððPCðxÞ ^ ACðyÞ ^ HACðlÞÞ $ lðx; yÞÞ
(d) Reverse_has_auxiliary_context (RHAC): This relationship may connect Auxil-

iary Contexts with Primary Contexts dynamically. This relationship is in reverse order
of Has_auxiliary_Context.

F19: 8x9y9lððPCðxÞ ^ ACðyÞ ^ RHACðlÞÞ $ lðx; yÞÞ
(e) Sequence (Seq): This is the relationship between two or more Primary Contexts

when the data value of a particular time stamp is connected with the data value of the
successive time stamp.

F20:

8x9f 19f 29f 39y19y29y39l9t19t2ððFrame f 1; f 2; f 3ð Þ
^ data value y1; y2; y3ð Þ ^ time t1; t2; t3ð Þ ^ f 1 y1 ^ t1ð Þ ^ f 2 y2 ^ t2ð Þ ^ f 3 y3 ^ t3ð Þ
^ Seq lð Þ ^ ðt1\t2\t3ÞÞ $ ðl y1; y2; y3ð Þ ^ : y1 ¼ y2 ¼ y3ð Þ
^ ðð succecive order y1; y2ð Þ ^ succecive order y2; y3ð Þð Þ
! succecive order y1; y3ð ÞÞÞ ^ ð succecive order y1; y2ð Þð Þ
! : succecive order y2; y1ð Þð ÞÞÞÞ

Explanation: Here, succecive_order() is a predicate implying that the second argument
is coming in next sequence of the first argument. Contrary, by reversing the order of
arguments of the predicate succecive_order(), flow of the data stream can be realized in
the reverse direction. In this way, dynamically appended data values towards data
streams can be recognized.
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(f) Has Time (HT): This relationship represents the connection between data value
and its existence time stamps. The axiom of this relationship is

F21: 9i9j½HTðiÞ $ 9t9x ðt 2 TmÞ ^ data valueðxÞ ^ i x; tð Þ½ �
Explanation: Here, Tm is a set of timestamps.

The proposed conceptual model thus represents formal and universal vocabularies
of context-dependent data streams and streaming databases. Using the axioms of stream
layer, semantics of data stream and its associated heterogeneous context is specified.
Likewise, through the entire layer hierarchy the proposed model is capable to represent
common conceptualization of different streaming databases ranging from strict to
flexible schema based. Thus, the proposed conceptualization deals with heterogeneity
issue of data streams. Further, the proposed conceptual model is in high level
abstraction. Hence, representation of large volume of data streams can be managed
using this proposed conceptualization efficiently in conceptual level. Besides, using
Has_auxiliary_Context and Inverse Containment relationships dynamically added
contextual information towards the domain have been recognized. In this way, the
proposed conceptualization may facilitate in future in deriving new knowledge from
data streams. Further, using Sequence relationship the rapid availability of data points
towards data stream is realized. Furthermore, Segment and Window partition has
facilitated in realizing discreteness among continuous stream. Moreover, the proposed
conceptualization model is flexible as it provides flexible finite size towards
data-streams using Segment and Window. It has also recognized the communication
and available sequences between Segments or Windows of similar or multiple
data-streams. Several other related crucial features are described in Sect. 5.

3 Protégé Implementation of the Proposed Model

The proposed meta-model has been implemented in this section using OWL (Web
Ontology Language) based ontology editorial tool Protégé [10]. Protégé facilitates
representation of formally expressed axiom set of this proposed conceptualization
towards OWL logic. It is composed of a number of reasoners for automated inference
on ontological theory expressed in OWL logic. OWL is based on Description Logic.

Three layers and their construct types have been mapped towards Protégé Classes.
Besides, six key relationships of the proposed conceptualization are specified as Object
Properties in Protégé. The mapping from the proposed conceptualization towards Pro-
tégé is specified in Table 1. Further, several Object Properties in the proposed concep-
tualization may have multiple sub object properties. Such as INTER_CONTAINMENT
has sub property called INTER_CONTAINMENT_COLLECTION_FAMILY.
Figure 2 describes the graph obtained through OntoGraf plug-in in Protégé.
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Table 1. Mapping from proposed conceptual model towards Protégé

Constructs in proposed conceptualization Corresponding constructs in Protégé

Collection COLLECTION
Family FAMILY
Stream context STREAM_CONTEXT
Primary context PRIMARY_CONTEXT
Auxiliary context AUXILIARY_CONTEXT
Segment context SEGMENT_CONTEXT
Link LINK_CONTEXT
Location context LOCATION_CONTEXT
data_value DATA_VALUE
time_stamp TIME_STAMP
Containment INTER_CONTAINMENT

INTRA_CONTAINMENT
Inverse containment INTRA_INVERSE_CONTAINMET

INTER_INVERSE_CONTAINMENT
Has_auxiliary_context HAS_AUXILIARY_CONTEXT
Reverse_has_auxiliary_context REVERSE_HAS_AUXILIARY_CONTEXT
Sequence SEQUENCE
Has time HAS TIME

Fig. 2. Ontological graph of the proposed conceptual model using OntoGraf plug-in in Protégé
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4 Illustration of the Proposed Conceptual Model

Let, an application is aimed to determine whether a car-driver is relaxed or stressed when
the driver has to drive in a predefined route from one starting point to a specific desti-
nation and return to the starting point within predefined time duration. Besides, drivers
are warned about the remaining time to reach the destination. Five sensor signals - Heart
Rate (HR), Finger Temperature (FT), Respiration Rate (RR), Carbon-di-oxide (CO2)
and Oxygen Saturation (SpO2) have been recorded. This case study has been adopted
from [4].

In this case study, all five sensor signals are of stream data Heart Rate (HR) sen-
sor’s primary context is recorded heartbeat. Heartbeats have specific values in a specific
time. Besides, Heart Rate is dependent on particular location of the driver. Similarly,
other sensors’ recorded data have specific values in specific time. Further, all of them
have auxiliary contexts. Such as Heart Rate has auxiliary contexts location, age, weight
etc. According to this case study, the driver’s recorded sensor data will be a Collection.
Driver will be a Family. Further, driver has five Primary Contexts – Heartbeat, Finger
Temperature, Respiration Rate, Carbon di oxide and Oxygen Saturation. Each Primary
Context has values and related time stamps. Besides, all are related to Auxiliary Context
such as location, body size. Key elements of this case study have been listed below.

Drivers’ recorded Data (Driver)
Driver (Heart Rate, Finger Temperature, Respiration Rate, Carbon di Oxide,

Oxygen Saturation);
Heart Rate ({heartbeat, time stamp}, {BODY_WEIGHT, AGE, BODY_-

POSITION, GENDER, MEDICAL_HISTORY, DRIVER’S LOCATION});
Finger Temperature ({temperature, time stamp}, {AGE, GENDER, MEDI-

CAL_HISTORY, DRIVER’S LOCATION});
Respiration Rate ({respiration_rate, time stamp}, {GENDER, MUSCLE TYPE,

DRIVER’S LOCATION});
CO2 ({amount of CO2, time stamp}, {DRIVER’S LOCATION});
SpO2 ({amount of SpO2, time stamp}, {DRIVER’S LOCATION})
Nomenclatures of key elements in the case study are represented as, (i) Collections

are in “bold” letters; (ii) Families are in “italics” letters; (iii) Primary Stream Contexts
are in “small” letter cases; and (iv) Auxiliary Stream Contexts are in “CAPITAL” letter.

In this section, the case study has been implemented using the ontology editorial
tool Protégé. Key constructs of the case study have been mapped towards Protégé as
specified in Sect. 2. Figure 3 is displaying the partial ontology graph of this case study
showing only heart rate stream along with its auxiliary contexts. The graph is obtained
through OntoGraf plug-in of Protégé.
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5 Features of Proposed Conceptualization

Proposed conceptualization possess several crucial features. Those features are
Abstraction and Reusability, Adaptability, Flexibility, Interoperability, Productivity
and Context Sensitivity.

(i) Abstraction and Reusability: Proposed conceptualization is in high-level
abstraction due to representation of data streams independent of any domain.
Hence, it is reused in large numbers of domain.

(ii) Adaptability: Proposed conceptualization is able to recognize evolving contex-
tual information using Reverse_has_auxiliary_context. Thus, it is adaptable
towards changing surrounding environment.

(iii) Flexibility: Using this proposed conceptualization bounded, unbounded, fixed
and flexible partition of bounded sequence of data streams are represented
through Frame, Segment and Window. In this way, the proposed conceptual-
ization is flexible.

(iv) Interoperability: With the aid of generic formal semantics, proposed conceptu-
alization provides interoperable uniform representation towards heterogeneous
data streams and streaming databases.

(v) Productivity: The proposed conceptualization is productive as through this
specification compatibility among different heterogeneous data streams,
streaming databases and applications can be maximized.

Fig. 3. The partial ontological graph displaying primary context of heart rate using auxiliary
context and obtained through OntoGraf plug-in in Protégé
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(vi) Context Sensitivity: The proposed conceptualization is able to recognize related
contextual information of both data streams and resources. Thus, the proposed
model is context sensitive. This further facilitates validation and analysis of data
streams.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

The paper has proposed an ontology driven common semantics towards context-
dependent data streams and heterogeneous streaming databases. The objective of the
proposed work is to model data streams and related contexts in a uniform way so that
strong interoperability can be sustained among heterogeneous applications utilizing data
streams. The novelty of the proposed ontology driven conceptualization is to support in
realization of continuous temporal nature, static and evolving contexts related to data
streams, homogeneity in heterogeneity formats, and rapid availability of data streams.
The proposed conceptualization is capable to provide generic semantics towards con-
tents of data streams and resources producing those data streams. Further, the proposed
conceptualization is flexible enough to represent discreteness within infinite data
streams and provide choices offixed or variable partitions of data streams for storing and
retrieval purpose. In this way, the proposed conceptualization may facilitate in future in
deriving knowledge and decisions from data streams.

Future work will include semantical validation of the proposed ontology driven
conceptualization of stream data. Further, ontology driven formal specification of a
query language for retrieval of data streams is another important future work.
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